Expand your data
science capacity with
normalised big data
Nexis Data as a Service

Whether you’re looking to identify movements with trend analysis,
conduct quant modeling to inform investment strategies or integrate
big data into machine learning, we have the data you need.
We convert disparate types of data into clean, semi-structured
datasets, making it easier for machine reading and processing. This
process allows for standard and flexible integration of a semistructured XML data feed into any database or application.

What types of data can LexisNexis offer?
• Online news, blogs, and social commentary: Access both licensed and
open source data and news from a single source. Also includes
magazines, trade journals, newswires and press releases
• Licensed print, broadcast and web news: Leading daily newspapers
plus transcripts of radio and television broadcast reporting. Access
80,000+ news sources from 100+ countries in 75 languages
• Legal: Vital regulatory and legal information, including data on civil and
criminal cases covering multiple jurisdictions, and cases from the
International Court of Justice
• PEPs, sanctions and watchlists: 1.5 million PEPs, international
sanctions, and 1,400+ watch lists and blacklists originating from
enforcement agencies in 240 countries and territories
• Company information: 280 million global public and private companies
data includes key financial stability indicators and corporate hierarchies,
plus legal entity data for DBA names
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What value does LexisNexis add to its data?
Our industry leading data fabrication, classification, and enrichment process:
• Creates clean, semi-structured XML data for integration into a database or application
• Applies algorithmic semantic analysis to enable data discovery—even when content is in different languages
• Adds metadata tags, topical classification, entity extraction, and other enrichments for more targeted data calls.
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How does LexisNexis deliver the data?
LexisNexis offers flexible data delivery via easy to integrate API feeds, or on-premises applications, with
a redundant data infrastructure that boasts 99.9% reliability and availability.
Bulk APIs
Access high-volume feeds of
news, company, or patents
data for historical analysis and
predictive analytics.

Search & Retrieve APIs
Retrieve data on demand with enhanced
functions—search, retrieve and saved
searches—that work within your own
user interface.

Nexis Solutions offers an extensive, well-established ecosystem of trusted third-party technology providers to
help our customers integrate data quickly and efficiently to power digital transformation initiatives. These
technology collaborations range from System Integrators to Software Integrators of content to deliver intelligent
automation.

Why choose LexisNexis Data as a Service?

We chose Nexis Data as a
Service as their data successfully
met our 5 criteria of information
quality; completeness, timeliness,
relevance, accuracy and reliability.
DATA SCIENTIST
ADARGA

How do I find out more?

LexisNexis has decades of experience as a trusted
content aggregator, enabling us to develop a worldleading source universe. Nexis DaaS enables you to:
• Analyse the competitive landscape with data
gathered from licensed and web news sources,
company and industry information, and patents data
to support strategic planning
• Identify local to global movements with trend
analysis tools quickly so your company can respond
proactively to market opportunities or disruption
• Conduct quant modeling to inform investment
strategies by mutual fund, hedge fund and
institutional investors
• Integrate big data into machine learning to increase
the efficiency and effectiveness of critical business
processes like risk management.

Contact us for free access to our developers portal
internationalsales.lexisnexis.com

+31 20 485 3456
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